Safety Rules
RULE # 1 and MOST IMPORTANT: A responsible adult must be in attendance to closely

supervise all activity while any inflatable or piece of our equipment is in operation.
You (the customer) are responsible for providing such supervision during the entire
time that our party rental equipment is in your possession, unless Airwalk Action LLC
has agreed in writing to provide this service. If at any time during your rental you are
unable to provide the proper adult supervision that our equipment requires, please
turn off the equipment until such time that proper supervision is present.
2.) Only children of similar age and size should use the inflatable at the same time.
Do not overload any inflatable.
The following are recommended capacities for STANDARD Bounce Houses:

▪ 5 years old and younger (6-8 children)
▪ 6 to 9 years old (4-6 children)
▪ 10 years and older (3 kids at a time)
The following are recommended capacities for COMBO Bounce Houses:

▪ 5 years old and younger (8-10 children)
▪ 6 to 9 years old (7-8 children)
▪ 10 years and older (4-6 kids at a time)
3.) NO Silly String, SAND, Glitter, or Face Paint allowed in or around the inflatable.
If these things come into contact with our inflatable, damage charges may be assessed.
4.) Remove shoes, necklaces, eyeglasses, and empty pockets before entering the inflatable.
No sharp objects allowed in or around the inflatable.
5.) No gum, candy, food, or drinks allowed inside any inflatable.
6.) Participants must come down any slide SEATED, one at a time with FEET first. No jumping!
7.) Absolutely NO flips, somersaults, or rough play allowed in the unit.
8.) Do not operate equipment in rainy conditions, high winds, or in any other adverse weather.
9.) Unless the equipment is designed for wet use (slip n' slide or dunk tank),
water is NOT to be in or around unit.
10.) NO balloons, strings, decorations, tape, etc. should be attached to unit.
11.) Do not climb on the exterior of the inflatable.
12.) Do not pull on netting, bball hoops, and/or inflated columns.
13.) Equipment is not to be moved after initial set up. Do not frequently turn blower on/off.
14.) Only ADULTS are allowed in the Dunk Tank.
15.) Generators are to be operated by Airwalk Action's staff ONLY, or by adults specifically
instructed and authorized to do so by Airwalk Action.
We take safety very seriously, and you should too. Persons not following the
Safety Rules should immediately be instructed to exit the equipment.
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